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The Wiersbe Bible Study Series: 2 Corinthians
2012-11-01

the young church in corinth was making a disheartening discovery believers are
not immune from trials and pain drawing from his own personal struggles the
apostle paul sent the congregation a remarkable message of encouragement and
comfort based on his second letter to the corinthians this study explores the
reality of suffering the promise of the new covenant and the hope available to
every believer the wiersbe bible studies series explores timeless wisdom found
in god s word based on dr warren w wiersbe s popular be series each study
provides topical relevant insights from selected books of the bible designed
for small groups this eight week study features selected commentaries from be
encouraged engaging questions and practical applications all designed to help
you connect god s word with your life

The Wiersbe Bible Study Series: Mark 2013-02-01

the gospel of mark offers a unique look at the life of christ and documents the
ministry and miracles of jesus that firmly established him as god s son this
insightful study takes an in depth look at christ s character and his
remarkable messages while exploring a savior whose life was marked by serving
others the wiersbe bible studies series explores timeless wisdom found in god s
word based on dr warren w wiersbe s popular be series each study provides
topical relevant insights from selected books of the bible designed for small
groups this eight week study features selected commentaries from be diligent
engaging questions and practical applications all designed to help you connect
god s word with your life

What is Contextual Bible Study? 2010-09-17

contextual bible study cbs is an exciting approach to group bible study that
encourages people of all ages and all walks of life to read the bible together
and to allow it to shape their understanding of the burning issues of the day
it is a way of reading that both established christians and those new to the
bible find insightful empowering even life changing what is contextual bible
study offers a wealth of practical guidance on how to make this approach work
for you and how to start a cbs group in your own area it also provides
stimulating questions for use during advent and lent along with inspiring
stories of the cbs approach in action read and apply the advice in this book
and group bible study will never be the same again

The Bible Study Handbook 2012-08-02

there are bibles literally all over the place you can find them in the drawer
of the end table in your hotel room under the pews at your local church on the
shelves of your local library or bookstore posted in full and in multiple
versions on any number of websites you can find them in every corner of the
earth even if you look carefully enough in places where they re forbidden so
there s no trouble getting hold of a bible but once you have one in your hands
now what the scriptures tell us that the word of god is living and active what
happens to us as we interact with it in the bible study handbook lindsay
olesberg lays a foundation for why we read the bible what attitudes and
expectations are most helpful as we enter into serious bible study and what
methods and practices yield the most fruit from foundational insights to best
practices and hands on exercises you will find everything you need in this book
to cultivate your curiosity hone your attention and mine the applicabilities of
whatever passage you find yourself in and you ll be reminded of the insights
encouragement and even transformation waiting for people who commit to studying
the scriptures well together a comprehensive guide for bible students of every
level of experience and spiritual maturity

Ignite Your Passion for God 2015-12-15

what does it take to fuel a faith that burns bright no matter what at different
times in our spiritual journey we may discover that we ve somehow developed
apathy toward the things of god instead of being fueled by spiritual passion
our faith seems to be running on autopilot or maybe sputtering to a halt as we
seek excuses to avoid spiritual engagement through this six week study your
eyes will be opened to the things that can undermine our interest in the things
of god and you ll discover practical steps you can take to ignite a fire that



will propel you toward a deeper more meaningful faith

Bible Study Course: Lesson 1 - Why the Bible is the
Word of God 2011-11-03

for many millions god s word is unexplored and uncharted territory yet the
bible is not only designed to help humans beings cope in a world caught up in
all kinds of crisis it contains the good news of the kingdom of god showing how
god will solve the many problems of a world edging ever closer to catastrophe
in this bible study lesson you will discover how the bible reveals great truths
that when comprehended can transform your life in ways you ve never imagined
inside this bible study lesson introduction bible study course lesson 1 why the
bible is the word of god crisis on the world scene learning to appreciate the
bible how to begin your study how does god reveal knowledge considering the
existence of god why the bible is different how the bible helps cement broken
relationships answering the great mystery why did god create man discovering
the great unknown our incredible human potential relying on god in an uncertain
world a close encounter believers in god believers in the bible reader helps
the books of the bible glossary points to ponder ucg org bible study course

The Wiersbe Bible Study Series: Colossians 2012-11-12

in a world with a religion to meet every diverse mood today s christians are no
different from those of ancient colossae fighting jewish legalism mixed with
eastern philosophies and gnosticism paul called on the colossian church to stop
partaking in the misguided religious practices of their day and to find the one
true faith in his profound scholarly letter paul warned the people of their
heretical practices his prevailing theme is the preeminence of christ paul knew
that if the colossians grasped even a glimpse of the fullness of god they would
seize hold of their true identity and stop looking elsewhere for spiritual
fulfillment in this bible study based on his original commentary on colossians
seasoned pastor dr warren w wiersbe challenges twenty first century believers
in another age of religious tolerance using paul s response to heresy as one
example you will learn how to respond diplomatically yet boldly to the
falsehood that aims to corrupt our faith today

Ponder 2020-08-14

ponder contemplative bible study is a three volume series designed to accompany
hearers and preachers of the word as they pray with and ponder the sunday
readings throughout the liturgical year the sunday readings are provided along
with brief commentary engaging reflections and clear guidance on how to use
this resource alone or with a group this volume guides readers through the year
b lectionary

The Bible Study Guide 2009-11-24

a purpose driven discipleship resource discover the key that can strengthen
beliefs to change behavior lessen your day to day stress level increase your
security in an insecure world help you raise your kids with a right perspective
on life increase your love for and trust in god many christians today live
their lives plan their schedules and use their resources completely
disconnected from what they say they believe this spiritual disconnect is the
cause of so much of the stress and problems in our lives foundations is a fresh
innovative curriculum about the essential truths of the christian faith and how
these truths are to be lived out in your relationships your character and your
work rather than just teaching doctrinal knowledge this course shows you how to
apply biblical truths and implement them in your everyday life 1 the bible 2
god 3 jesus 4 the holy spirit 5 creation 6 salvation 7 sanctification 8 good
and evil 9 the afterlife 10 the church 11 the second coming from saddleback
church proven and refined over ten years foundations is designed to help bring
believers to maturity strengthening them to live a purpose driven life

The Wiersbe Bible Study Series: Acts 2012-11-05

the book of acts chronicles the birth and growth of the early church it tells
the story of ordinary people who were pioneers for christ as they experienced
his transforming power in their lives and communities and while some miracles
are unique to the early church god s power is still available to his people
today a truth that can inspire us to boldly pursue his plans and purposes the



study explores the power of god s spirit and how that power can impact our
lives today the wiersbe bible studies series explores timeless wisdom found in
god s word based on dr warren w wiersbe s popular be series each study provides
topical relevant insights from selected books of the bible designed for small
groups this eight week study features selected commentaries from be dynamic
engaging questions and practical applications all designed to help you connect
god s word with your life

The Wiersbe Bible Study Series: 1 & 2 Thessalonians
2014-02-01

encourage each other and be ready the thessalonian church was struggling with
an unbalanced approach to the second coming while they eagerly awaited christ s
return many believers were placing more value on their future hope than on
peoples current needs paul addressed this concern with a message that still
resonates today this study examines paul s second letter to the thessalonians
and shares the need for a church that is focused on both heaven and earth the
wiersbe bible study series delivers practical in depth guides to selected books
of the bible featuring insights from dr warren w wiersbe s be ready commentary
this eight week study includes engaging questions and practical applications
that will help you connect god s word with your life

Rick Warren's Bible Study Methods 2009-05-18

demonstrates twelve different methods for reading the bible that will not only
help you understand its words more fully but will also nudge you toward
applying those words to your life more faithfully the spirit of god uses the
word of god to make us like the son of god rick warren you were created to
become like christ this is one of the five god ordained purposes for your life
that warren describes in his bestselling book the purpose driven life and this
is why studying the bible is so important the bible s truths have the power to
shape you transform you align you with the character and ways of jesus christ
as you encounter him in the gospels and throughout all of scripture rick warren
s bible study methods is an easy to understand guide through twelve effective
reading methods that allow scripture to do just that simple step by step
instructions guide you through the how tos of the following methods devotional
chapter summary character quality thematic biographical topical word study book
background book survey chapter analysis book synthesis verse analysis the
organization of this book allows you to explore each method or jump around to
find the ones best suited to your reading and learning style as well as your
spiritual growth thousands of individuals small groups churches and seminary
classes have used this practical manual to unlock the wonderful truths of
scripture you can too written by america s pastor rick warren rick warren s
bible study methods will help you develop a customized approach to studying
understanding and applying the bible

Everyday Bible Study 2016-06-15

how can we hear and understand god s voice for over thirty years dallas willard
s hearing god has helped thousands of readers learn to develop a conversational
relationship with god now hearing god bible study guides you deeper into
biblical texts and themes that are woven throughout willard s beloved book with
these six easy to use studies written by longtime spiritual formation author
jan johnson you will encounter what scripture says about listening to god and
what it means for you today as companions to the ivp signature collection ivp
signature bible studies help individuals and groups explore and apply biblical
truths found in classic books each session features quotations from hearing god
matched with scripture passages reflection questions and application ideas that
will equip readers to connect the text to their own lives a leader s guide is
also included

Hearing God Bible Study 2021-12-07

the powerful message of james letter to the church is as relevant today as when
he originally wrote it though it is still as challenging to hear many of our
problems in life stem from our own spiritual immaturity however our spiritual
life doesn t end there god has more planned for us he wants us to grow up not
just grow old written in a personal easy to understand style join dr warren
wiersbe trusted pastor and respected bible teacher as he leads you on a journey
to opening your mind and heart to the riches of god in the wiersbe bible study



series

The Wiersbe Bible Study Series: James 2010-01-01

is the gospel really good news what was the central message of jesus and how
can christians share it effectively with others in these five easy to use
studies james choung guides readers through key scripture passages that
informed his groundbreaking book true story discover the four movements of the
gospel s big story and what they mean for living and sharing the christian
faith as companions to the ivp signature collection ivp signature bible studies
help individuals and groups explore and apply biblical truths found in classic
books each session features quotations from true story matched with scripture
passages reflection questions and application ideas that will equip readers to
connect the text to their own lives a leader s guide and list of suggested
resources are also included

True Story Bible Study 2022-05-03

the bible is the inspired word of god and over the centuries it has changed
people s lives and led them to god yet sometimes it can be a difficult book to
understand the culture in which the bible was written is so different from our
own that at times we struggle to understand what it means or how it is relevant
to our modern lives in this 14 session video bible study dvd digital sold
separately bible professors john walton and mark strauss give you the
background you need to successfully understand even the difficult parts of the
word of god they provide an overview of the bible s key themes show what the
teachings meant to the people at the time and explain how those teachings apply
to your life today by the end you will have a greater understanding of
scripture know how all the books work together and understand what god has done
to make a way for you to come to him this study guide includes group discussion
questions and notes to help you get the most out of the fourteen video sessions
in a brief study of the bible video study an overview of each book of the bible
and a daily reading plan between sessions scripture passages reading tips and
key stories to help you dig into the content additional facts to help you
understand the situations behind the story sessions include introduction
genesis exodus leviticus deuteronomy joshua 1 samuel 2 samuel 2 kings 1
chronicles nehemiah esther psalm 90 psalm 91 song of songs isaiah lamentations
ezekiel malachi matthew mark acts 8 acts 9 philemon hebrews revelation designed
for use with a brief survey of the bible video study sold separately

A Brief Survey of the Bible Study Guide 2015-12-01

what does god really want from you it s easy to get confused about how to
please god one bible teacher details a long list of the commands you should be
keeping the next teacher says only grace matters who is right centuries ago in
answer to this question jesus simplified all the rules and regulations of the
law into just two great commands love god and love people loving god and others
looks at how these two commands define the heart of christian faith as you rest
in the certain knowledge of what god calls you to you will be challenged to
live these commands out and discover how obeying jesus simple commands will
transform not only your life but also the lives of those around you

Loving God and Others 2009-12-22

romans shows us the power of the gospel to bring clarity to everyday life
through faith in christ by writing romans paul provides a comprehensive
overview of god s plan for salvation and how to live within that amazing plan
in this eight session video bible study video streaming included bible teacher
jada edwards explores the apostle paul s expression of our faith in his letter
to the christians in rome and what that gospel driven faith looks like in
practice how we love people how we make decisions how we live in community and
how we foster unity with others this study guide has everything you need for a
full bible study experience including the study guide itself with discussion
and reflection questions video notes and a leader s guide an individual access
code to stream all eight video sessions online you don t need to buy a dvd
scripture memory cards and coloring pages by diving into this beautiful book
you ll discover the great gifts of the gospel the forgiveness of sin the
removal of guilt the promise of salvation the wonder of grace the strength of
forgiveness the power of the resurrection and the guide for walking with
greater clarity through life watch on any device streaming video access code
included access code subject to expiration after 12 31 2027 code may be



redeemed only by the recipient of this package code may not be transferred or
sold separately from this package internet connection required void where
prohibited taxed or restricted by law additional offer details inside beautiful
word bible study series what book of the bible do you turn to for wisdom about
the situation you find yourself in where do you go for words of comfort when
you re feeling overwhelmed lost or frustrated in life the beautiful word bible
study series makes the bible come alive in such a way that you know where to
turn no matter where you find yourself on your spiritual journey featuring
celebrated authors and teachers like margaret feinberg and jada edwards each
guide is a creative and illuminating journey through one book of the bible

Romans Bible Study Guide plus Streaming Video
2021-12-21

how can an ancient book make a difference in the life of a modern teenager it
will stand is a new approach to teenage bible studies that focuses on the root
literature of christianity the bible many teenagers know parts of the bible but
do not realize that it tells one story from cover to cover they might also ask
how the bible can be understood and applied to their own lives it will stand
addresses these questions where did the bible come from and how do we know it
is real the second half of the book shows todays teen how to apply biblical
truths to everyday living upon completing this study teenagers will have a
greater depth understanding and application skills of the greatest book ever
written

It Will Stand: Leader's Guide 2011-12-22

pastors and ministers have one of the most challenging jobs on earth of all
their tasks one responsibility they cannot neglect is teaching the word of god
unfortunately church leaders seldom have enough time to prepare bible studies
for their congregation this book is a quick resource to help fill that gap
these thematically arranged bible studies each contain an introduction to a
topic and a list of relevant scripture readings for that topic pastors can use
the introduction to spark discussion within small groups or to focus on the
specific themes during sermon writing this book will prove to be an invaluable
resource for years to come

Bible Study for Busy Pastors and Ministers 2011-02-25

a guide to understanding teaching and preaching the word of god includes
reproducible exegesis work sheets for contextual cultural structural verbal
theological and homiletical analyses

Handbook for Bible Study 2000

we have all struggled to make time for daily bible study or to rekindle the joy
in god s word we experienced shortly after coming to know christ study the word
12 christian leaders on bible study offers testimonies and encouragement from a
dozen influential pastors and christian leaders including kay arthur max lucado
and philip yancey who speak directly to the truth and transformational power of
scripture for our lives we hope this hand curated collection of stories
published by bible study magazine between 2008 and 2014 inspires in you a
newfound passion to seek god through his word

Study the Word: 12 Christian Leaders on Bible Study
2016-03-16

discover what it really means to be blessed in the sermon on the mount jesus
identified attitudes that bring god s favor weeping over sin demonstrating
meekness showing mercy nurturing peace and more some of these phrases have
become so familiar that we ve lost sight of their meaning in this powerful
study you will gain a fresh understanding of what it looks like to align your
life with god s priorities here you will discover anew why the word blessed
mean walking the fulness and satisfaction of god no matter your circumstances
as you look closely at the meaning behind each of the beatitudes you will see
how these truths can shape your choices every day and bring you closer to the
heart of god 40 minutes a week could change your life the 40 minute bible
studies series from the teaching team at precept ministries international
tackles the topics that matter to you these inductive study guides designed to



be completed in just six 40 minute lessons with no homework required help you
discover for yourself what god says and how it applies to your life today with
the leader s notes and bible passages included right in the book each self
contained study is a powerful resource for personal growth and small group
discussion

Turning Your Heart Toward God 2010-07-20

is there a reason why you exist in this lesson you will find answers to why you
were born and what your future will be inside this bible study lesson
introduction something more to man the limitations of science man in the image
of god what is man was jesus christ truly a man why the son of man jesus christ
man and the image of god reward and punishment is heaven the reward of the
saved god the father god s great purpose for man how to learn more from this
bible study course lesson david a shepherd learns from the creation glossary
points to ponder ucg org bible study course

Bible Study Course: Lesson 3 - Why Did God Create
Mankind? 2011-11-16

bestselling author pastor and radio host dr warren w wiersbe shares his delight
in god s word in this comprehensive highly accessible guide to biblical
interpretation and application in delights and disciplines of bible study dr
wiersbe offers insight into the history meaning and context of the entire bible
from genesis through the gospels through the last words of the apostles dr
wiersbe patiently answers questions any believer would want answers to in order
to apply the bible s truths to daily life as you develop skills in studying the
bible you will experience joy as a result of richer spiritual devotion as dr
wiersbe encourages reading the bible should never be a burden instead it is an
adventurous journey into the heart of god

Delights and Disciplines of Bible Study 2018-01-01

in first century greece a fledgling church was struggling to live out their new
faith in a corrupt culture the congregation at corinth was mired in
contradiction heralding the power of spiritual gifts and knowledge yet
foolishly engaging in sinful behavior this troubled church inspired the apostle
paul to write one of his most extraordinary letters the wiersbe bible study
series explores timeless wisdom found in god s word based on dr warren w
wiersbe s popular be series of commentaries each study provides topical
relevant insights from selected books of the bible designed for small groups or
individuals this eight week study explores paul s call for wisdom in the life
of the believer a truth that remains as relevant as ever

The Wiersbe Bible Study Series: 1 Corinthians
2012-03-01

the christian union bible study series will empower you to learn scripture as
never before these guides are more exegetically focused and academic than a
devotional book yet more accessible and application oriented than a commentary
proven on the campuses of ivy league universities these bible studies provide a
deep understanding of the biblical texts through explanations about
translations historical background literary genres and the meanings of hebrew
and greek words they draw from the best biblical scholarship available
presenting it in an accessible and concise format this series is perfect for
people who want to grow in their faith through in depth studies of scripture
that supplement their regular bible reading in 10 lessons this book of bible
studies will help you dive deeply into psalms 42 89 either on your own or in a
group context

Psalms 42--89: A Christian Union Bible Study
2022-11-08

evangelical bible study groups are the most prolific type of small group in
american society with more than 30 million protestants gathering every week for
this distinct purpose meeting in homes churches coffee shops restaurants and
other public and private venues across the country what happens in these groups
how do they help shape the contours of american evangelical life while more
public forms of political activism have captured popular and scholarly



imaginations it is in group bible study that evangelicals reflect on the
details of their faith here they become self conscious religious subjects
sharing the intimate details of life interrogating beliefs and practices and
articulating their version of christian identity and culture in words upon the
word james s bielo draws on over nineteen months of ethnographic work with five
congregations to better understand why group bible study matters so much to
evangelicals and for evangelical culture through a close analysis of
participants discourse bielo examines the defining themes of group life from
textual interpretation to spiritual intimacy and the rehearsal of witnessing
bielo s approach allows these evangelical groups to speak for themselves
illustrating bible study s uniqueness in evangelical life as a site of open and
critical dialogue ultimately bielo s ethnography sheds much needed light on the
power of group bible study for the ever evolving shape of american
evangelicalism

Words upon the Word 2009-04-01

this booklet gives the tools and study habits needed for and benefits of
getting into god s word

How to Benefit from Bible Study 1994-01-01

have you ever wondered how can i ever read the bible it s just too hard have
you given up in the past when you try to read the bible does it seem like it s
just not getting in you you are not alone this is what happens to most people
there is such a desire to get to know the bible yet it is so intimidating there
is a key to reading god s word i have found it and i am going to tell you what
it is right now the holy spirit he is the key every time i open up the bible to
read or study i ask the holy spirit to make the word of god come alive for me i
have been teaching the bible for the last 30 years i asked the lord 30 years
ago to give me a hunger for his word he not only opened the bible for me but
anointed me to teach others and write bible studies this bible study is perfect
for the beginner but deep enough for the most seasoned scholars i say it s
perfect for beginners because it touches on all the great stories and miracles
in the bible i like to call it the favorites you will not be bored and you will
want to finish you are in for the ride of your life the word of god is a never
ending thrill just when you think you understand the word of god the holy
spirit takes you deeper start reading the word of god today start somewhere
just open the bible and begin reading say holy spirit help me understand your
word god is not keeping the meaning from you he wants to lead you and guide you

Have Faith in God Bible Study 2020-02-15

bible study notes and commentary on the new testament gospel of john emphasizes
understanding the text with practical applications intended to be helpful to
all christians including teachers and preachers while avoiding an emphasis on
technical issues written from the conservative viewpoint of faith in the bible
as the absolute inerrant verbally inspired word of god comments include
discussion of these topics evidence for faith in the deity of jesus testimony
of miracles and fulfilled prophecy jesus public ministry and teaching work of
john the baptist and of jesus apostles jesus death burial and resurrection

Commentary on the Gospel of John: Bible Study Notes
and Comments 2018-12-25

in the secrets of the vine bible study bruce wilkinson shows groups or
individual readers how the three secrets of the vine introduced in the
bestselling book are supported throughout scripture applying sound biblical
insight to help them move toward making maximum impact for god this bible study
provides a personal encounter with the life changing teaching of jesus in john
15 an inspiring look at god s intervention in his children s lives from bible
times to the present a practical approach to a meaningful relationship with him
and a visual and interactive learning tool for individual or group use

Effective Bible Study 1956

you are fully embraced by christ and your life is rich in purpose the book of
galatians is a passionate letter explaining what it really looks like to be a
follower of jesus christ and how our freedom in him is certain it s a letter
that many of us urgently need to hear in this video bible study guide video



streaming included jada edwards teaches the importance of knowing that you are
wholly and fully accepted in christ by christ and through christ from your
birth god has called and chosen you and now because of god s authority we don t
need to seek the acceptance of man because of god s approval we aren t insecure
or intimidated because of god s freedom we don t need to self sabotage in order
to cope because of god s restoration we can bring healing and restoration to
others as jada walks you through galatians you ll see how the apostle paul
delivers his very passionate and urgent assurance helping you understand that
once you place faith in jesus you are transformed you are made new you are
forever part of the family of god you are fully accepted and you are free this
study guide has everything you need for a full bible study experience including
the study guide itself with discussion and reflection questions video notes and
a leader s guide an individual access code to stream all six video sessions
online you don t need to buy a dvd scripture memory cards and coloring pages
watch on any device streaming video access code included access code subject to
expiration after 12 31 2027 code may be redeemed only by the recipient of this
package code may not be transferred or sold separately from this package
internet connection required void where prohibited taxed or restricted by law
additional offer details inside

The Bible Study Union Lessons 1911

these final chapters in the book of genesis describe for us the character and
personalities of the twelve sons of jacob i don t think i m being overly
dramatic when i say these twelve sons were the future of the world from these
twelve sons and their sons and daughters and their sons and daughters and their
sons and daughters would come the leaders and sustainers of the jewish nation
that nation would fight to survive in a harsh world fall on their faces often
love their god and more often than not disobey that same god claim victories
limp away from failures and still survive to deliver to all of us the savior of
the world and as if that was not enough they also will outlive all the enemies
thrown at them in our future and they will be gazing up into the heavenlies
eyes full of tears fully forgiven and righteous hearts overflowing with faith
and joy when he returns that he may be glorified

Secrets of the Vine Bible Study 2010-05-12

ephesians was written to remind us who we are it s about refamiliarizing
ourselves with our identities in christ so that we don t have to live under the
crushing weight of heartache and disappointment in his letter to the church in
ephesus paul gives us beautiful insight into the lord s redemptive power in
this six session video bible study video streaming included lori wilhite draws
on her experience as the pastor s wife of a large congregation to share the
truth of what paul tells the ephesians about identity unity and the impact
these things have on our hearts our focus and our love for god too often our
shoulders slump under the weight of family struggles financial stress and
feelings of insecurity we are pushed down by insignificance insecurity and an
overwhelming sense of powerlessness and discouragement you are not meant to be
under that burden any longer you are a chosen child of god saved by his grace
forgiven and free in the ephesians study guide you ll learn how the book of
ephesians reveals what god has done is doing and will continue to do so that
you can walk confidently in him with head held high beautiful word bible study
series what book of the bible do you turn to for wisdom about the situation you
find yourself in where do you go for words of comfort when you re feeling
overwhelmed lost or frustrated in life the beautiful word bible study series
makes the bible come alive in such a way that you know where to turn no matter
where you find yourself on your spiritual journey featuring celebrated authors
and teachers like margaret feinberg and jada edwards each guide is a creative
and illumination journey through one book of the bible this study guide has
everything you need for a full bible study experience including the study guide
itself with discussion and reflection questions video notes and a leader s
guide an individual access code to stream all six video sessions online you don
t need to buy a dvd scripture memory cards and coloring pages streaming video
access code included access code subject to expiration after 12 31 2027 code
may be redeemed only by the recipient of this package code may not be
transferred or sold separately from this package internet connection required
void where prohibited taxed or restricted by law additional offer details
inside



Galatians Bible Study Guide plus Streaming Video
2022-09-13

this book is written for church laypersons with the purpose of aiding those who
wish to become at least beginning novice of learned biblical knowledge and
interpretation on their own in order not to be primarily dependent upon others
to disclose the biblical message to them for too long ministers have allowed
the laity to rely primarily on sunday school curriculum materials alone or
other canned preprinted bible study programs to enable the biblical message to
come alive in their lives this is not a criticism of the curriculum materials
in question but the dependency upon them which result in a form of stunted
biblical growth in the word of god when the bible admonishes us to study to
show thyself approved unto godrightly dividing the word of truth 2timothy 2 15
how do we respond without a method of study as individuals on our own if
christian education functions as it should we need to produce people who are
growing in the knowledge and wisdom of the word moving from being babes of the
word fed with milk to becoming adults in the word being able to digest the meat
of sound doctrine as the apostle paul admonishes us to become this should
enable us to become at least semi dependent learners and critical biblical
thinkers and not merely receptacles of information fed to us about the word of
god

Genesis Bible Study Part 3 Chapters 37-50 "The Twelve
Sons of Jacob" 2017-08-25

do you really know god you may know about god but do you truly know what he
says about himself and what he wants from you this eye opening study will help
you gain a true understanding of god s character and his ways as you discover
for yourself who he is you ll be drawn into a deeper more personal relationship
with the god of the universe a relationship that will enable you to confidently
display his strength in life s most challenging circumstances 40 minutes a week
could change your life the 40 minute bible studies series from the teaching
team at precepts ministries international tackles the topics that matter to you
these inductive study guides designed to be completed in just six 40 minutes
lessons with no homework required help you discover for yourself what god says
and how it applies to your life today with the leader s note and bible passages
included right in the book each self contained study is a powerful resource for
personal growth and small group discussion

Ephesians Bible Study Guide plus Streaming Video
2021-07-27

The Art of Home Bible Study 2013-02-15

The Power of Knowing God 2012-07-10
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